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A closed-loop power control (CLPC) scheme with a multistep

(indicating multiple prediction steps) linear autoregressive predictor

is presented. The proposed CLPC relies on low-rate sample vector

based autoregressive prediction. Compared to currently available

predictive CLCP schemes, it demonstrates particularly robust perfor-

mance in the presence of large loop delays and channel estimation

errors.

Introduction: In a cellular CDMA system the degrading effects of

multipath fading can be reduced through closed-loop power control

(CLPC) where the base station (BS) manages the transmit power

levels of mobile stations (MSs) via feedback channels. First, the

received signal-to-interference power ratio (SIR) is measured at the

BS for each MS over a short time interval, which is usually defined as

the power control group (PCG). The BS then compares each measured

value to a preset threshold value and sends a power control command

bit (PCB) per PCG to its managing MSs via feedback. A rigorous

performance analysis of conventional CLPC can be found in [1].

Predictive power control algorithms have been recently introduced

[2, 3] and shown to have better performance in the presence of multiple

PCG delays compared to their nonpredictive counterparts. In this Letter,

we propose a novel multistep (‘multistep’ indicates multiple prediction

steps and should not be confused with multiple power control steps)

predictive CLPC algorithm relying on a low-rate sample based auto-

regressive (AR) predictor [4]. Through an extensive Monte-Carlo

simulation study, we demonstrate that the proposed scheme yields a

more robust performance compared to conventional predictive CLCP

schemes in the presence of channel estimation errors and for high-

mobility scenarios.

Fading channel prediction: In conventional p-step prediction

schemes [4] the predicted channel samples ânþp (p� 2) are produced

based on the previous L samples {an, an�1, . . . , an�(L�1)}
T at the nth

time slot to compensate the loop delay p. Here, the sampling rate is

equal to fp and the superscript T denotes transpose operator. In our

scheme, the predicted sample ânþp is based on sample vectors ai¼

{ak, ak�p, . . . , ak�(L�1)p}T, i¼ 0, . . . , p� 1, each with length L. The

sampling rate of ai is fs¼ fp=p (p� 2) where fp is the PCG rate. It is

assumed that fs satisfies the Nyquist criterion for the maximum

Doppler frequency fD, i.e. fs > 2fD. For each time instance, only one

of the p sample vectors ai is (rotationally) selected and used to predict

the future channel samples.
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Fig. 1 Proposed predictive CLPC

a Multistep fading channel prediction
b Block diagram

The proposed prediction operation is graphically described in

Fig. 1a. Assume the input sample vectors ai are initialised at n¼ 0;

ai¼ {ai�(p�1)�l p jl¼ 0, 1, . . . , L� 1}T. For the nth (� 1) time instance,

one of the sample vectors is rotationally chosen by a modular operation,

i.e. v¼ (n� 1) mod p. The selected sample vector av is then right-

shifted and its first element is renewed with the current channel sample

(channel estimate) an, i.e. av¼ {an, an�p, . . . , an�(L�1)p}T. The vector av

is then used to predict the p-step future channel sample ânþp as

ânþp ¼
PL
l¼1

clan�ðl�1Þp ¼ cT av ð1Þ

where c¼ {c1, c2, . . . , cL}T is the AR filter tap coefficient vector [5].

Predictive closed-loop power control: The block diagram of the

predictive CLPC scheme under investigation is presented in Fig. 1b.

As a benchmark, we can consider the nonpredictive CLPC scheme

which can be described by the following state equation (see Fig. 1b

excluding the predictor block)

Xn ¼ Xn�1 þ DCðGTH � Xn�p � Gn�p þ NÞ

¼ Xn�1 þ DCðGTH � Gn�pÞ

¼ Xn�1 þ DCðZn�pÞ ð2Þ

where Xn is the transmit power, GTH the preset threshold, Gn the SIR

estimate, C( � ) is the signum function, D the fixed power control step

size, and Gn¼ 20 log10janj. It is assumed that the interference power N

is stationary and the noise power is negligible. Besides the basic delay

of one PCG for every power control update, the PCB typically

experiences an additional delay (dA) within the power control loop

owing to the processing delay, the round-trip delay, and the frame delay

[1]. The overall loop delay is then given by p¼ dAþ 1. This delay

incurs a delayed fading channel estimate, Gn�p, and therefore a delayed

SIR estimate, Gn�p, which, in return, increases the power control error

standard deviation sZ [6].

The predictive CLPC relies on a p-step linear predictor to compen-

sate degrading effects of the loop delay p. The output of the linear

predictor is given by

Z 0n ¼ GTH � G0n ð3Þ

where the predicted estimate of receiver SIR for the (nþ p)th PCG is

G0n ¼ X̂nþp�1 þ Ĝnþp � N ð4Þ

The predicted MS transmit power X̂nþp is then obtained by

X̂nþp ¼ X̂nþp�1 þ DCðGTH � G0nÞ ð5Þ

which is recursively used in (4) to estimate the receive SIR G0nþ1 for the

next PCG. The proposed power control algorithm can be then

summarised as follows.

Step 1: Initialise a transmit power sample X̂p¼GTHþN and channel

sample vectors ai, i¼ 0, 1, . . . , p� 1, and the tap coefficient vector c.

Start the time index n with 1.

Step 2: Select a channel sample vector an where n¼ (n� 1) mod p and

update it with an, and obtain the predicted fading channel sample ânþp

by (1).

Step 3: Obtain the predicted estimate of receive SIR G0n by (4) and

generate (and transmit to MS) the PCB relying on (3) to adjust the MS

transmit power.

Step 4: Obtain the predicted MS transmit power X̂nþp for the next PCG

by (5).

Step 5: Set n¼ nþ 1. Repeat steps 2 to 5 unless training sequence is

received or ‘release mode’ (i.e. algorithm termination) is called. When

the training sequence is received, go to step 1.

Numerical results and discussion: In this Section, we present Monte-

Carlo simulation results to demonstrate the performance of the

proposed CLCP scheme. In the simulation study, we consider the

Jakes fading model and assume a carrier frequency fc of 2 GHz, a data

rate Rb of 10 kbit=s, and a PCG rate fp of 2 kHz. We consider three AR

filters, namely least squares (LS), minimum mean square error

(MMSE), and least mean squares (LMS), for the prediction of a

frequency-flat time-selective Rayleigh fading channel in the presence

of channel estimation errors. The channel estimation errors are
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assumed to be zero-mean complex Gaussian with variance of s2

which typically ranges between 10�1 and 10�4 in practical scenarios

[7]. Power control step D is chosen as 1 dB, and the employed linear

prediction filter has an order L of 50.

Fig. 2 shows the power control error standard deviation sZ for the

conventional and proposed AR prediction schemes assuming LS, LMS

and MMSE filters. We assume s2
¼ 10�1 and p¼ 3. For mobile speed

n� 40 km=h, the proposed scheme with the LMS filter outperforms

conventional schemes (regardless of the deployed filter) as well as its

counterparts with the LS and MMSE filters. For lower mobile speeds

n< 40 km=h it is interesting to note that the conventional scheme with

the LMS filter is able to attain a similar performance as the proposed

scheme with the LMS filter, while it suffers from severe performance

degradation in higher speeds.
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Fig. 2 sZ (dB) against mobile speed v for AR filter based predictive CLPCs
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Fig. 3 BER performance of predictive and nonpredictive CLPC schemes

Fig. 3 shows bit error rate (BER) performance against Eb=I0 (bit

energy=interference power spectral density) of the proposed scheme

with the LMS filter at v¼ 60 km=h ( fD¼ 111 Hz) for a convolutional

coded BPSK transmission (the convolutional code used in the simula-

tion study is an eight-state code with rate of 1=2; the generator matrix is

defined by (g1¼ 15, g2¼ 17) [8]). We assume various combinations of

p and s2. As benchmarks, we consider the conventional predictive

CLPC scheme with the LMS filter (which outperforms its counterparts

with LS and MMSE in terms of power control STD for the considered n
(see Fig. 2)) and nonpredictive CLPC. For s2

¼ 10�3, both conventional

and proposed predictive schemes present similar performance. A

performance gain of 0.6 dB is observed compared to nonpredictive

CLPC. However, for s2
¼ 10�1, the conventional predictive CLPC

scheme suffers from its sensitivity to loop delay and yields even

worse BER performance than the nonpredictive scheme. For the same

error variance, our proposed scheme still enjoys an improvement over

the nonpredictive scheme. Specifically, 0.7 and 1.5 dB performance

gains are observed for p¼ 3 and p¼ 5, respectively. This clearly

illustrates the robustness of the proposed scheme in the presence of

channel estimation errors.
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